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24 January 2019 

 

REPORT 

 

On the partial monitoring of media coverage of the “Vetting” process 

 

The main findings 

 

All the media in our country, without exception, have reflected the process of vetting judges and 

prosecutors. But it should be noted that there are few media that have tried to understand and explain 

it professionally, by doing the respective deeps, while at the same time respecting the journalistic ethics 

and the rights and dignity of persons (judges and prosecutors ) that are subject to this process. Some 

have been taken with certain phenomena, which have been reflected in a narrowly personal optic or 

because of the polarization of nature and politics.  

 

Given the great importance of the vetting process, which has a high interest to the public, we appreciate 

that the media should be very responsive in tracking news and every media case should have the priority 

of informing the public and providing information truth. Their struggle to be more and more generalistic 

with the desire to have broader audiences, makes the media report less and less news related to 

important data such as statistics on the progress of the process vettingut. They focus more on providing 

information or news that senses and adds to the audience than to the quality of the news. 

 

Meanwhile the media in many cases has also become promoters and promoters of public participation 

in this process, as all can become part of it through denunciations. No comments have been noted in 

the meantime about the effects that "denunciations from the public" may have had directly on the 

wetting process. Such writings could have further stimulating values, other than information. 

 

For more information, the Albanian Helsinki Committee invites you to get acquainted with the partial 

monitoring report of the media, carried out in the framework of the initiative "To increase transparency, 

inclusiveness and accountability in the process of vetting - Project No.2" financially supported by the 

Open Society Foundation for Albania. 

 

Does the media recognize the vetting process? 

 

Justice Reform is one of the most important developments in the recent years at the national level and 

continues to be commented on in the international arena as well.  

 

Undoubtedly, the media has given and continues to give its contribution in view of the coverage of the 

vetting process and hearings conducted with the re-evaluation subjects, as well as in reflecting on the 

progress of the Justice Reform as a whole. News articles, news and television reports are today the 

main means of informing the public about the actuality, inside and outside the territory of the Republic 
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of Albania, but in many cases it results that the verification of information published in the online media 

but also the traditional ones is a practice of extinction. It's enough to see a story or article on a portal 

and without hesitation, the same script runs the lap of all sister portals, the news is simply published, 

literally reproduced in many traditional and online media, not verified, and this has faded the role of 

journalists as guardians and also affects the accuracy of information received from the public. 

 

Media has been very sensitive and attentive to all events, reflecting them in real time. It is a fact that 

the process has been followed mediatically since its inception. Of course, in addition to broadcasting 

the most culminating events in real time, the reform has found continuous reflection on central news 

bulletins, further deepening, interviews with key people, reportage and writing in print media and 

portals. 

 

The quality of a media product depends on the quality of the media and the professionalism of 

journalists. In the case of vetting, it is a new, complex process, and occasionally with legal and 

procedural ambiguity, even among the experts of the law, who have often been part of debates and 

clashes. This has increased the degree of difficulty of reflecting correctly, impartially and professionally 

in the dynamics of the process. There have been media that, of course, have made accurate reports, as 

well as others who have been subjected to reported reports, violating journalistic principles, or even 

cases where a journalist in the country plays the role of a "witness" in a search for a confession truth, 

has played the role of a PR (public relations expert). 

 

. What is noticeable, however, as compared to the beginning of the process, is the increase in the quality 

of reflection, thanks also to the already acquired experience with it. 

 

Even during the second half of 2018, the process of vetting has been very present in the electronic and 

traditional media, calling it one of the most important events of the year. Mostly, it has been said that 

there is no establishment of the relevant institutions under the law, for delays in the process of 

reassessment of judges and prosecutors, where the "downsides" of important figures of the judiciary 

dominate, most of which had problems with the declaration of wealth. 

 

The biggest area has been the "downfall" of prosecutors, or judges. Various interpretations have also 

been noted here. There are among them that removals of certain individuals are considered "unilateral" 

decisions. Probably this part of the process has been given more importance also to the fact that the 

names that are specific, especially when it comes to judges and prosecutors, are considered by the 

media as the most "sellable" to the public. 

 

Extensively analysed the cases of vetting of members of the Constitutional and High Court, who have 

found a great echo in the media, because both of these courts were disbanded during the vetting process 

due to resignations or dismissals from the special qualification committee. 
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There are times when the same news is given in different perspectives, placing the public before 

suspicion of the truthfulness of the facts referred to in this news. For example, in the case of a hearing 

session, the newspaper Telegrafi.com refers to the KPC dismissing R.G since it has not justified its 

property and has made an inaccurate declaration of the property. KPC doubts that results in xx 

apartments in Durres of R.G but it claims to be in the name of her dad, palace administrator. Also her 

husband is under investigation. While the portal Lapsi.al refers to the same news that according to them 

has failed the vetting session for the prosecutor RG, which did not appear with the claim that the 

decision was already taken and that vettingu has turned into an arena of public discrediting of the people 

of justice . Meanwhile, the online journal Panorama.al, reports: R.G former director of foreign 

jurisdictional relations and decriminalization as well as her spouse D.G, former district prosecutor of 

Elbasan, are officially placed under investigation. A couple of prosecuting spouses are being 

investigated for three criminal offenses. Cleaning of the proceeds of the criminal offense provided for 

in Article 287 of the Criminal Code: concealment of property in collaboration and for false declaration 

of property by official bodies. 

 

Media contribution in encouraging the public to cooperate on Vetting 

 

The public can become an important actor in the process of vetting against any judge or prosecutor with 

whom there are compromising data from corruption, concealment of property, contacts with individuals 

belonging to organized crime, violations of ethics and prolongation of processes by the judiciary 

through KPC (Independent Qualification Commission) which is a constitutional body, whose activity 

is based on the Constitution of the Republic of Albania. 

 

Media has continuously published not only the start of the co-operation process of the vetting bodies 

with the citizens but also the publication of the complaint form, and where the citizens should be 

directed to address their complaints. The public echo that the media has given to this process has yielded 

good results to the public since the early stages. This is due to the large number of denunciations sent 

by the public, about 2140 denunciations since the beginning of the process, from October 2017 until 

the end of November 2018. There has been no notice, however, of any writings about the effects that " 

denunciations from the public "may have had a direct impact on the vetting process. Such writings 

could have further stimulating values, other than information. 

 

The media coverage of findings from various studies, monitoring and reports realized by civil society 

is also important in relation to the progress of implementation of the vetting process in Albania. 

Reviews that have assisted in the process of informing the public in a transparent and complete manner 

of citizens not only on the continuity of the process but also on its transparency and personal income 

tabs of subjects subject to the re-evaluation process, the opportunity for citizens to be informed about 

the concrete cases of Vetting and to evaluate in their opinion the Vetting process as a whole. 

 

Critics of the media in covering the vetting! 
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There are also cases when the media are attacked by different journalists or portals that claim that these 

media distort the coverage of this process in their media for narrow interests or even when the media 

reflects in unilateral ways the policy opinions on politicizing justice reform and in particular the process 

of vetting, where emphasis is given to the opinions of different political parties on the progress of the 

process.  

 

Media coverage of Vetting 

 

While the process of vetting is more or less complete in all the media, in terms of fuller and analytical 

reflections, highlighting the issues, they are rarely encountered. Of course it comes to old and 

experienced journalists. Reports of this nature are. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZSeI_Zgwvc 

 

There are also media which deal with special elements of judicial reform, through investigations and 

deepening of various aspects of the vetting process. This is no doubt a quality job, requiring expertise 

and time, and transmitting to the unique material public that broadens its perception, precisely for these 

particular elements. https://www.reporter.al/skeda-e-pasurise-se-deklaruar-izet-kadana-kryetar-i-

gjykates-puke/   

 

http://www.kohajone.com/2018/06/30/presionet-politike-kercenojne-besimin-publik-te-reforma-ne-

drejtesi/ 

 

 

We also have media that rightly give space and voice the reform opponents to present their arguments. 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:ZTigZkSZZKoJ:revista.mapo.al/labirinti-i-

drejtesise/+&cd=50&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=al 

 

 

At the end, 

 

it can be said that even with regard to the reflection of the process of vetting, its steps, features, problems 

and of course all the characters that are part of it, the media can not escape the possibilities and the 

overall situation in which it is located. This causes the reports to be numerous, not always professional, 

not always accompanied by a simple and understandable language, and very rarely deepening and 

analytical. But compared to the start of the process, by July 2018 reports have improved significantly. 
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